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trackerfilter plugin /d option not working with an Item Link field

Status
Pending

Subject
trackerfilter plugin /d option not working with an Item Link field

Version
11.x Regression
12.x

Category
Regression

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status
Partially solved

Submitted by
Geoff Brickell

Lastmod by
Pascal St-Jean

Rating
(0)

Description
The trackerfilter plugin has a 'filters' parameter with a /d option that allows a value to be selected
from a drop down list so that all records with that value in the field are filtered out for presentation
e.g a typical plugin might look like

{trackerfilter filters="238/d" action="Create share holding report" noflipflop="y" trackerId="23"
fields="238:244:240:241:242" compute="240/sum:242/sum" sort="y"}

But if field 238, as used in the example above, is an Item Link field the trackerfilter process does not
find any records

This is a regression in both 11.x and 12.x but did work previously.

Other field types seem OK (although not tested them all !!!!)

Solution
I had fixed this issue in 12x.

Please check this commit id: 48269

Only partially fixed - when the /d filter field is an Item Link then the drop down options for the item
link values are now found/displayed correctly so can be selected BUT the subsequent filter process
does not find the records that match item link value

I have a worked example of this in my own test site that can be accessed by other devs - just email

https://dev.tiki.org/item4803-trackerfilter-plugin-d-option-not-working-with-an-Item-Link-field
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me for the details

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
4

Priority
28

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org

Ticket ID
4803

Created
Monday 14 October, 2013 11:26:09 GMT-0000
by Geoff Brickell

LastModif
Sunday 24 November, 2013 00:10:33 GMT-0000

Comments

Pascal St-Jean 20 Oct 13 16:54 GMT-0000

Could you reproduce on Show please. There is a new Show feature coming up with will allow us to
easily upgrade the SHOW instance and test if something has been fixed or not. There is significant value
is demonstrating a bug on show especially something like this. that way many people call collaborate in
trying to fix, confirm and test the bug.

As it stands, I will not reconfigure a tiki just to confirm this bug therefore I'm not going to tackle it
personally.

thanks

Pascal St-Jean 24 Nov 13 00:10 GMT-0000

Hi Geoff,

this bug seems to need the attention of a more senior developer. could you please coordinate to
continue to try and resolve this issue.

thank you

https://dev.tiki.org/user10536
https://dev.tiki.org/user10536
https://dev.tiki.org/user10536
https://dev.tiki.org/user10536
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Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item4803-trackerfilter-plugin-d-option-not-working-with-an-Item-Link-field
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